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Warm welcome to Issue 5 of Write Away
Magazine. The only lyric writers magazine
you’ll ever want to read. This month I’m
bringing you a host of talented artists from
all around the world, and I’d urge you to
please take a moment to check out the
links they have included with each article to
their respective websites and music. I can
promise you will not be disappointed.

I’m always on the look out for exciting new
articles on lyrics. If you’d like yours
considered for a future issue please feel
free to drop me an email...
jane@writeawaymagazine.co.uk
Likewise, if you have an idea for a regular
feature please get in touch. Let’s join
together and help everyone of all abilities
find the very best ideas possible for writing
their own lyrics. Jane xxx.
www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk
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the lyri
teve Papke from

S

the U.S. state of
Georgia writes that
he’s having difficulty “going
from black and white storytelling to deeper expressions that allow others to
hear their own story--so
each person doesn’t just
connect, but can experience their own interpretation. Is there any technique
to help?”
Steve: The key is a lot of
self-editing, and finding
images that are specific
enough to give the listener
a window into the characters but universal enough
to be broadly understood
while allowing the listener
to fill in the blanks. I’ll often
write about four verses and
then squeeze them down to
two by getting rid of extraneous scenes that don’t
really move the narrative
forward. My song “I Found
My Wife on Match.Com,”
starts
I was on Match.com, lookin’
for somethin’
A woman to get my ol’
heart a’ pumpin’
She wanted fun with no
commitment
Her picture showed she
had the right equipment
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We set a date in a bar
downtown
She said she’d be there
wouldn’t let me down
I’m sippin’ a beer waitin’ on
the love of my life
When who should walk in…
but my wife
In my initial draft, I introduced the character’s dissatisfaction with his marriage, I had a line or two on
the search, I ate up a couple of lines with them chatting online and setting up
the date, and then I had him
entering the bar and finding a table. But as I started
working through the song
and playing it, I realized I
didn’t need all of that, and
that the listener can easily
understand the story without the extra verbiage. It’s
like an impressionist painting: It’s blurry if you stand
too close, but back up a bit
and the image is clear.
Dylan and Springsteen are
masters of this. Check out,
say, Tangled up in Blue
(“There was music in the
cafes at night and revolution in the air”) or
Jungleland (“In a bedroom
locked, in whispers of soft
refusal and then surrender”).

ohn Nicholson from

J

Queensland Australia
asks about freeform
writing.
“Do you use any structure
at all when using this
method? Particularly as if
you sell lyrics it must be in
some form that someone
would visualize how it
could be made into a song.”
John… Freeform writing is
wonderful, and in many
respects it’s an essential
part of songwriting. My
house is littered with notebooks and scraps of paper
where I jot down ideas for
lyrics—little quips, quotes
or questions that are the
building blocks of songs.
Most of them are destined
for the ash heap of non-history, but a handful make it
into actual songs:
“Heartbreak diet,”
“Porkchops and teardrops,”
or “I’ve got a half-pint of
whiskey and a quarter tank
of gas.” When they do
become songs, though,
they rarely remain
freeform, if by that you
mean not worrying about
meter and rhyme and song
structure.
With a handful of excep-
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cs doctor
tions, songs need some kind
of structure. That doesn’t
mean you always need a
bridge. I’ve written plenty of
songs without. It doesn’t
even mean that they need a
refrain. I’ve written a few
that don’t repeat any lines.
And they don’t necessarily
need rhymes. Stairway to
Heaven isn’t exactly full of
them (though it’s got a few),
and Tom’s Diner by Suzanne
Vega doesn’t have any (but
even just reading it you can
hear the beat of the song
pulsing through, with each
line four syllables long).

Note from the editor...
If you have a lyric related question you’d
like answering please email it to me and
I’ll forward to The Lyrics Doctor.
jane@writeawaymagazine.co.uk

It’s hard, though, to imagine
what most people might
consider a “song” that lacks
all of those elements, and
you’d likely have a hard time
selling something that’s
really, truly freeform. So if
you want to sell your songs,
I’d suggest generally following the rules, at least until
you’ve made a name for
yourself. If freeform is your
passion, you’re probably
better off sticking to poetry.
Happy SongwRxiting!
The Lyrics Doctor

www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk
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Lyrical Do Not Series #3
Bias
When writing a lyric or song, we tend to be
bias. This is common and hard to overcome.
What do i mean by bias? Bias means you
are so proud of your piece of art that you
fail to see any mistakes, and therefore you
are not apt to listen to any kind of critiques
or advice.
Critiques and advice can be good or bad.
When you are bias, you only see the advice
and critique as bad advice, slandering or
destroying your art. You tend to feel like
the comments were unjust. It is a good
idea to set the lyric or song aside for a few
days to get a fresh new perspective. Listen
to it or read it again after a few days with a
clear head. Try to determine if it is great or
just good enough to proceed. Remember,
good enough is not good enough.
Some services are available for critiques
from several organizations, but it is a buyer
beware situation. Some of these will give
you honest constructive feedback while
others may be in it for the money and will
tell you only what you want to hear. This is
exactly what happens when you are bias to
your own work. You only accept positive
feedback, while negative feedback is
ignored.
If you have a complete song, you may perform it and watch how people react to it.
Do they tap their feet? Do they talk over
you? Do you have their attention or do they
have yours?
Social media platforms provide a good
resource of groups to post your material to
get feedback.
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Evaluating your feedback is just as important as getting feedback. Getting feedback
from a family member or a friend who refuses to give a negative feedback in fear of
hurting your feelings can be just as bias as
you can be on your creation. This kind of
feedback will seldom help you hone your
skills to the level you desire.
If you want to improve on your skills, you
need an honest intelligent feedback that
will neither fluff up your work nor sink it
with a brick. They should give reasons for
the feedback and examples of what they
mean to be sure you understand the critiquing as much as possible.
Bias to your own work can make you
appear unable to work with by other professionals in the music business. This is true
even when attempting to collaborate.
Bias makes it difficult to learn new skills if
you get a sense that the mistakes in your
lyric is proper. It is possible that you have
the best skills in the world, but you will
never know it unless you find a way to back
away from the bias most of us have.
No matter how you get to a great lyric or
song, DO NOT let your BIAS prevent you
from making the best work of art come out
of you.
When is it okay to be bias? It is okay to be
bias when you have written a hit song. The
moment your song goes viral, or gets
notable airplay. Measure against how many
views it receives from people you do not
know. That does not mean it is perfect, and
we should always strive to reach that level.
You can check out music by Daryn at his
website: https://www.darynwright.com/

www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

Daryn Wright

www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk
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Trevor Dimoff
How Do I Write
A Pre-Chorus?
What is a Pre-Chorus?
A pre-chorus is an optional song section that creates a flow in the lyrics and the music from the verse
to the beginning of the chorus. It also creates anticipation for the chorus, increasing the emotional
impact when the chorus arrives.

Does My Song need a Pre-Chorus?
Write a pre-chorus to create a transition between
the verses and the chorus if it serves your story. For
example, if you’re writing a song that is about “Bad
Love” and the verses tell about how “you treat me
wrong” while the chorus is “I’m leaving you”... your
pre-chorus could be about:
I’ve realized this is your fault not mine, or
I’m strong enough to stand up to you,
or
I’m ready to live my life, or
You’ve been holdin me back...
Each of these pre-chorus ideas
creates a different story.

The pre-chorus is
usually shorter than or the same length as the
chorus. The lyrics, melody, chord progression are
the same for each pre-chorus. A pre-chorus is
essentially the same each time so the listener recognizes the pre-chorus and anticipates the chorus,
increasing the impact of the chorus when it arrives.
Occasionally the accompaniment changes, as in the
Maroon 5 example below. In the Linkin Park example,
the pre-chorus is short enough so it could also be
considered the last line of the verse, instead of a
distinct section, as it shifts the mood towards the
chorus.
If there are too many words in a chorus you’ve
written consider using it as the pre-chorus. Focus
on the words of your title in the new chorus.

Pre-Chorus Examples
Rolling in the Deep, Adele, pre-chorus “The scars of
your love remind me of us…” 0:40 & 1:43
One More Night, Maroon 5, pre-chorus “But baby
there you go again…” 0:32, 1:35 & 2:35
Numb, Linkin Park, pre-chorus “Every step that I
take is another mistake to you…” 0:42 & 1:30

Trevor Dimoff is a songwriter and
songwriting coach.
Learn how to write your songs everyday at:

https://epicsongwriting.com/
Songwriting Credits:

Listen to and analyze songs that
you love in the genre you’re writing. If they have pre-choruses,
consider writing them for your
songs.

How Do I Write a PreChorus?
Write a section with
lyrics connecting the
meaning of
the verse
to the
chorus,
and that
advances
the story.
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Rolling in the Deep written by Adele Adkins,
Paul Richard Epworth.
One More Night written by Adam Noah
Levine, Johan Karl Schuster, Max Martin,
Savan Harish Kotecha.
Numb written by Brad
Delson, Chester
Charles
Bennington,
Dave Farrell,
Joseph
Hahn, Mike
Shinoda,
Robert G.
Bourdon.

www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

Simon Wright
Collaboration
Bringing Lyric Writers &
Musicians Together
The Matchmakers section of
this magazine shows that there
is no shortage of interest from
lyric writers to work with
musicians, and vice versa. And
this musical union can be a
marriage made in Heaven,
allowing different skills to be
combined.
I’ve recently been working with
a musician as part of a
Collaboration contest on the
MuseSongWriters website. It’s
the latest of a number of collab
contests that I’ve participated
in, and they’ve all been really
rewarding and fun. I want to
share my experience and some
tips to make the most from such
partnerships.

Get to know each other
Communication is the key to the
success of any partnership and
this is particularly so where
participants are working from
different locations.
It’s important to get to know
about the person you’re going
to work with. What musical
genres do they like? What
instruments and vocal style will
be used in the songs you’re
creating? And I think it also
helps to know a bit about their
interests and world view.

Have a clear understanding of roles and purpose
When bands split up how often
do we hear the words ‘musical
differences’ mentioned?! Make
sure this doesn’t happen to you
by being clear at the outset
about how roles will be split and

www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

what you’re trying to achieve?
In my recent case, Joe (my
musical collaborator) and I
quickly agreed that we were
more interested in creating a
song that we like than with
winning the contest. Joe said he
liked grunge and alternative
rock music so I listened to lots
of grunge tracks and then wrote
something that I thought could
have that alternative feel.

Collaborate fully and be
open to changes
Good collaboration depends on
ideas being bounced off each
other and a willingness to
accept changes. There were
two good examples of this when
Joe and I worked on our ‘Said
Goodbye’ song. I had written an
outro lyric section but we had a
contest stipulation that said
entries had to be no more than
3 minutes long.
The outro couldn’t stay, and as
a lyric writer I had to let go of
those words. Equally, Joe
agreed to a change in the
structure of the song based on
feedback I provided. By having
those back and forth
discussions you usually end up
with a song that is tighter and
better than it would otherwise
have been.
From a lyric writer’s perspective it’s particularly important to
give the musician some room to
put their artistic vision on a
song. I’ve generally found that
where they suggest tweaks to
the lyrics these have helped
rather than hurt songs.

‘Said Goodbye’ – our contest entry
I sent four lyrics to Joe for
consideration, but we quickly
came to an agreement that one
called ‘Said Goodbye’ was the
one we wanted to focus on.
The contest had asked us to
come up with a song based on a
picture of what looked like a
poor woman and children from
a long-gone era. It put me in
mind of people who emigrated
from Ireland to America in the
early 20th century. And with me
being from Ireland and Joe from
America it felt like a good song
theme to connect us.
I was pleased with my lyric and
delighted with Joe’s musical
interpretation. He’s really made
the song his own with his song
arrangement, melody, and live
performance recording, which
he uploaded to his YouTube
channel.
You can check out the song on
my website, at
http://lyricslinger.co.uk/lyricslinger-latest-songs/

About Simon Wright
Simon is an Irish lyric writer
who lives in Scotland. He collaborates with musicians across
the world to turn his lyrics into
songs. Check out his website:
www.LyricSlinger.co.uk
and follow :
@TheLyricSlinger on Twitter
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5 Essential Elements
for Successful
Songwriting - I Call
it S.P.L.A.Q! (Part 2)
By: Mark (Markus T)
Townley (c) 2016
PURPOSE
The next element to consider is the
Purpose for your song. Why are you
writing the song? Who are you writing it for? What sort of song
Production will it require? How much
time and money do you have to
spend on the song? How will people
hear it? How/will people buy it?
These questions are very useful to
ask yourself about the time and
effort you are now going to commit
to writing the song. I like to say to
writers to be ambitious and optimistic but also realistic. I often hear
and read from people who have written many songs and not getting the
listeners or likes they want. Others
not finding artists willing to record
or perform the songs and of course how do I get my song played on the
radio? This all comes back to the
purpose for which the song is being
written.
You see there is a big difference
(and I have experienced this many
times myself) from just writing songs
for yourself in your bedroom or
lounge-room (for whoever wants to
hear them) to writing songs to go on
your bands album or an online collaboration through to writing songs
for another recording artist. Also
then a difference for songs to be
played on an internet indie website
or Facebook page to your songs that
you would really like played and
used on commercial radio, TV or
movies. If you are seeking to make
some money or a living from songwriting then there is a whole next
level of consideration and discipline
around that.
I have said many times to many writers and musicians “music is an art, a
passion of the soul which can be
very enjoyable and all consuming ...
but remember for the most part that
mainstream music today is also a
commercial business!” I have been
both a musician and songwriter and
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also business executive through my
life and there are lessons each can
learn from the other. Many businesses would benefit from the creativity
that music and songwriting brings
and equally many musicians and
songwriters could very much benefit
from disciplines and strategies that
apply to running a business. The
obvious link is that customers / listeners are buying a product and
hopefully the price paid covers the
time and cost of doing so. I won’t
get into income and profits of the
music industry currently in this article - that is whole other topic in itself
but the basic principles still apply.
I know some people don’t like to
hear that and the good news is that
music and songs can be both. They
can be very enjoyable and satisfying
personally (written, recorded and
played to a small audience) if that is
what you are happy with. As time
progresses and people become
more ambitious and a bit more experienced in their songwriting, it is
important to still keep in check with
reality about the Purpose for which
your songs are being written.
How many times do we read the stories of musicians and song-writers
who were tagged with becoming an
“overnight success” with a hit song then when interviewed they start to
tell of the story of the 10 years of
hard work and many songs written
to get to their current success.
Then when the commercial success
really starts to kick in, that’s when
the expert record label teams will
appear and the original writer / artist
will most often have much reduced
input into the songs and songwriting
whilst the individual teams take care
of the intro, verse, chorus, melody,
back-line, production, mastering.
There are of course a number of
independent artists with great commercial success of their owns songs
and productions but they are the
minority and they have achieved that
because they are also very very
good at what they do.
So the message here is to be clear
and comfortable with yourself on the
purpose of your song and songwriting for where you are at. If your goal
is to write your first song, or even to
get some help from others and put it
on a free internet site for listeners
and feedback, that is fantastic and
respect all the feedback that comes
back your way - because your listen-

ers are telling your what they expected and/or wanted to hear. If you are
a bit more experienced and just finished what you think is a great song
then you should try and get it out
there on as many (low cost) distribution channels as possible to get your
listeners and likes up. My strong
advice is don’t get too hung up on
selling your songs initially to build
your fan base, the income will come
as the fan base grows. I’m not saying to always give your music away
(again another hot topic for another
article) but think about it as a marketing cost to get your first 1000
plays and listeners. If you are wanting to get into some more
serious commercial
song-writing and for
professional
recording
artists to perform then I
would
encourage
you to
have
a listen to
the
top 10
songs
in
each
country for
each
genre
you are
writing
for and
have a good
look at how
they are put
together. Also consider getting in touch
with other professional
songwriters and hanging out
with them for a while to see how and
what they do to be successful.
As I said, its OK to be ambitious and
optimistic, but being clear with yourself and staying realistic about the
purpose of your next song (and realistic about your current experience
with songwriting and song production) will mean that there is always
upside in the song doing better than
you expected and not being disappointed with unrealistic expectations. It is important to enjoy the
journey of songwriting as with most
things, improvement comes only
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Mark Townley
with time, practice and experience
(and understanding the mindset of
the listening audience).
LISTENERS
That brings me to the always important topic of Listeners. I sometimes
refer to this also as Listeners and
Likes. On most social media / internet distribution channels for songs
now you can easily and immediately
get a count of song plays (Listeners)
and Likes and also Followers / Fans.
I always recall a conversation I once
had with a bass player in Jazz
Quintet I managed and performed in
a number of year ago. We of
course played many weddings and at that type
of function we were
often asked (as a
Jazz ensemble)
if would
could play
some
dance,
pop and
rock
tunes
for the
after
dinner
dance
set. I
made
a point
of
obliging
and the
jazz quintet quickly
turned into a
rock and roll
band for a set.
The bass player
approached me after
a few gigs and told me
he was more a jazz purist
and wasn’t really happy or comfortable with the rock and roll songs.
I reminded him that these people
were paying us for entertainment at
their wedding and really didn’t give a
“stuff” about whether you were a
jazz purist or not. We were providing
them good music and entertainment,
and they were paying us for the privilege. I told him that I was happy for
him not to play in the rock and roll
set and I would deduct that portion
from his pay. He then decided he
was happy to also to do the rock and
roll set.
The point I want to make here is that
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music and songwriting is a two way
business. One side about what you
want to write and play and the other
side about what people want to hear
and ultimately pay for. It is really
important to understand the role and
importance of both.
You see, listeners will not necessarily be able to tell you what they want
to hear in songs, but will quickly tell
you if they like it or not. That is the
role and the art of a great songwriter.
To be successful in songwriting, it is
critically important therefore to
understand what people are wanting
to hear and hopefully pay for. I make
it a point to look through the Top 20
charts across various genres to
understand this. I don’t necessarily
like every song or genre I hear personally but it is important to also
understand what people are listening to, liking and buying. This can
and does apply across both the commercial charts as well as the indie
charts as well as looking at the plays
and likes on other internet music
website distribution and promotion
channels.
The songwriting art is to find that
balance and connection between
what you want to say and play and
what listeners like. I am always a bit
sceptical (and concerned for new
writers and artists) when I hear people say things like I am just writing
for myself and my own journey of
where I am at currently. Yes that may
be true and great songs do come
from real personal experiences but if
you then want lots of people to listen
to and like your songs then you also
need to be thinking of the connection point with your audience - what
can/will people relate to with your
song and your messages. Otherwise
you may find yourself on your own
journey much longer than you would
like, especially for new writers and
artists.
The benefit of today’s online social
media and other internet channels is
that you can get some really quick
and direct feedback on a song now
without going to the expense of lots
of studio and production time eg.
producing a CD and then having to
distribute it.
My advice is to get yourself to a position of a having a good quality song
production online and then really listening to and watching your listeners

responses. As an amateur / indie
writer and/or artist, if you get 1000
plays and lots of likes then that
should be a sign and motivation
toward re-recording and mastering
of the song more professionally and
also doing more marketing and promotion (which will of course cost
your more also).
The music DAW software tools, audio
interfaces and microphones available today for a relatively small price
mean that many more people can get
a pretty good song recorded cheaply
and quickly to get out to an online listener base for feedback. If you're
going to spend thousands of dollars
on a new song production, I would
want to make sure that you already
have a pretty good listener and fan
base who are going to listen, like and
buy the song to cover your costs.
So in line with the Style and Purpose
above also, I think it is very important when writing songs to think
upfront about the target Listeners
and Likes. How can you get your
song in front of as many people as
possible for the lowest cost? Do you
think that enough listeners will be
interested, engaged and entertained
by your song to the point that they
would at least play it and ideally buy
it? If not, why not? If so, why so?
And finally, if listeners do take the
time to give you feedback, then listen to them and acknowledge it.
Take on the feedback, re-do, rerecord, re-mix your song and put it
back out there with what people
have suggested. You don’t have to
react to the voice of just one opinion
but you should definitely respond to
the voice of many! Also, don’t play
the “please give me feedback” card
with no response or action from you.
Come back soon with an even better
product for your listeners! Listeners
and Likes are ultimately what will
keep songs and songwriters going!

Mark Townley
Founder & Executive Director at
Ideas2Outcomes, Founder &
Executive Director at
CircleSource and CEO and CoFounder at Musindie
Studied at Monash University
Lives in Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia

Continued next month.....
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The Universe Of The
Verse
A Study In Microcosm
Lori Buckwalter (2019)
I wonder if we fully recognize the world's we are creating within the lyrics and rhythms of our work.

the first line, and followed with the momentum. But
then the second line spells out where the danger
comes from, but does it in a way that is somewhat
ambiguous.
Is the danger that you might love me and leave me? Or
is it that my freedom might be threatening to me? The
momentum of the direct statement of the first line is
slowed. The rhyming directly with the first concise
line suggests these lines as a pair. This direct pairing
to me sets these lines as a possible semi-domain within the rest of the structure of the song.

I struggle myself to see the forest and the trees in my
writing, keep in touch with the freshness of inspiration, while cherishing the symmetry and beauty possible by reviewing the dynamics of words as well as the
telling of the story.

Zooming out to the rhyme scheme for this verse, it's
two pairs of direct rhyming lines separated by two
sets of alternating rhyme sections, 12 lines total, (kind
of a semi-sonnet). As I said, I feel the rhyme pairs can
have the effect of sealing the ends, with the more continuing pieces in the middle.

I have my own favorite lyrics for myself, reflective of
their importance for my inner stories, but sometimes I
feel liberated by writing towards a word or phrase,
and look more at the flow and connection, the pacing
and inflection of the words. So, okay, I rise like a
largemouth bass to a lyrics challenge, and feel good
more about the lyrical facets that I can explore...

So, this is the technical perspective, much of which I
refine as I review and edit. But it does follow an inner
song, which started to form for me once I wrote the
first line. Melody and rhythm start to coalesce as I settled into the composition, and I try to follow them as I
write.

I will try to look at a song snippet I created with the
word prompt of "dangerous". I wanted to write a little
scenario or vignette that used this word in a different
way than the many, many times it's occurred in song
lyrics. I thought I'd approach the idea of danger as
emotional vulnerability.
Your love is dangerous to me
I'm so afraid you'll set me free
All my excuses are my fortress
And I just can't let you in
I'm afraid I'll end up less
Than the little that I've been
I can't fight you
I can't flee
And I can't return to
Who you see in me
We've got nothing to discuss...
You're too dangerous...
So, irrespective of the content, I want to discuss the
way I created and edited this:
I dove right at the key word and made the statement of
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In this composition, the first six lines are exposition
and explanation, a little longer and outward. The second six refer to the withdrawal reaction in the lyrics.
They are more choppy and abrupt. You will note a lot
more line end and inner rhymes, and more alliteration.
I am trying to show reaction and retraction in the final
6 lines. Left with no way out of the situation, the last 2
lines reject the idea of opening up. The rhyme pairs
rementions the key word at the last as the beginning.
I see the rhymes and the alliterations as forming lesser internal domains. Like the succession of sounds
(to, who, you) (see in, me, we) draw attention to those
word sets. They are, with the line length, word length
and complexity, the elements that impel or slow the
pace of the song. The rhymes and position of words
can also create multiple possible references and complexities.
All this analysis is fascinating to me, and important in
promoting the economy and symmetry of the piece.
But I must admit that what satisfies me in the final
work is that it allows for exposition and closure of the
feeling I adopted to be the protagonist.
In the final analysis, the worth of a song is in how it
affects the listeners. But our skill in creating a lyrical
universe, even within one verse, will offer listeners a
richer and more interesting world of words.
Songs are invitations into our inner realm. We open
the door on to this world to listeners, hoping they will
stay awhile. We have a story that we care to tell, and
we want our listeners to feel at home here.

www.writeawaymagazine.co.ukuk

Lori Buckwalter
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i... my name is Jeff Stafford, and I am a
singer/songwriter and recording artist
from central Indiana. A little country
community called Danville.

H

The song I chose to write about is called
“Without you”. I wrote it in Greencastle
Indiana, and at a pretty tough time in my life.
I had been touring five states with my band and
with my lead guitar player and dear friend Jim
Prazner. I was married with children and chasing that Honky Tonk dream. Then it all fell
apart.

Je
Staf

My relationship with my wife had been strained
for a while from all of the stress... and then Jim
passed away mid tour. Four months later she
left me.
I was devastated. She left when I was gone...
took it all, and ended the lease and moved. All
I had left was my guitar, my Wrangler and my
clothes.
Thanks to my friends, my producer took me in
for a few months until I could get on my feet
again. This also gave me a moment to recoup
and take a breath, and a few songs were written and this is one of them.
I was sitting on his front porch... picking my
guitar and just going through all of my
thoughts, and the words just came out...

Without You
I had all I needed to survive.....
Lots of friends, but no one can heal my heart
Lots of people who love me, but I am still falling
apart
I got a place to lay my head, a big down comforter, and an old queen bed...but I ain’t got
you”
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Yep... the only thing that really mattered to
me... her... I did not have. I cried as I wrote
down the words. As they came to me... I cried.
From there I just looked around, and the next
verse was born. My old Wrangler... the steps off
the porch.. the garage doors and of course...
still my broken heart, and my guitar...
“I got a four wheel drive takes me about anywhere, the jobs the reason I cut my hair.. and I
got lots and lots of time
Three car garage, ten steps to climb and I
always have you on my mind... but I ain’t got
you.”.

The chorus... just explained what she meant to
me.. my everything. The light in my life. My
morning sky.
“Without you, there is no morning light, and
without you there are no stars in my sky
And when I close my eyes at night and dream
of how you used to hold me tight, it’s because
baby.. oh baby I, I ain’t got you”.
Jeff Stafford (C)
I am a guy, and maybe I am not the best at
communicating my feelings and even more so
when it all went down... but I do still hope
someday she might hear this song, and know
how I really felt about her, and maybe just
maybe... a smile might come across her face
as she realizes it wasn’t all just wasted time....
Thanks for listening to my story, and I hope you
enjoy my song of lost love.
You can take a listen from this link on You Tube
if you’d like to hear it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AXJakm4M
8eE&feature=youtu.be
.
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A Tale Of
ongwriting is a choose your own adventure
process that exposes how we feel and what
we think about the world. Even though
there are millions of songs, there are only two
primary types of lyrics: Storytelling and
Emotional.

S

Storytelling
Storytelling lyrics take us on a journey of some
kind. It might be a literal journey like “Leaving on
a Jet Plane” or “Take Me Home Country Roads;”
it might also be a reflective journey through a
relationship or memory.
This doesn’t mean emotions aren’t involved, it
just means that there is some type of movie that
is created in our minds as we listen to song.
“Strawberry Wine” from writer’s Gary Harrison /
Matraca Berg is a great example:

He was working through college on my grandpa's
farm
I was thirsting for knowledge and he had a car
I was caught somewhere between a woman and
a child
When one restless summer we found love growing wild
On the banks of the river on a well beaten path
It's funny how those memories they last
Like strawberry wine and seventeen
The hot July moon saw everything
My first taste of love oh bittersweet
Green on the vine
Like strawberry wine
Can’t you taste that wine? Don’t you feel like you
are on that farm falling in love even if you grew
up smack dab in the city? It’s masterful and
meaningful storytelling.
Storytelling lyrics arefoundational in both classic
and modern country music, and that’s why so
many of us, including me, became songwriters.
We simply love telling and hearing stories.
Some other great country storytelling examples
include “Private Malone” (Wood Newton /Thom
Shepherd), “The House that Built Me” (Allen
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Shamblin / Tom Douglas) and “Soon” (Casey Kelly
/ Robert Joseph Regan).
Country music isn’t the only genre that favors a
good story, however. “Someone Like You” (Adele
/ Daniel Dodd Wilson), “Fast Car” (Tracy
Chapman) and “Piano Man” (Billy Joel) are all
fantastic storytelling examples.

Emotional
The other type of lyric you’ll most often see is
one centered on emotions. In this type of lyric,
songwriters are capturing a feeling or vibein an
interesting way.This isn’t always about a really
tight and complex lyric either.
These are the kind of songs that you’ll most often
find in movies and commercials because they are
the emotional backdrop of what is happening on
the screen. The lyrics usually take a back seat to
the rest of the song.
Here’s an example called “Brutal Hearts” by
Bedouin Soundclash (written by Eon Sinclair /
Jay Malinowski / Sekou Lumumba)

Are you the Brutal Heart
Are you the Brutal Heart that I've been looking
for
Cause if you're looking for love, you can look for
that door
Hearts
Hearts that break the night in two
And arms that can't hold you that true
So use me
So use me
This isn’t lesser writing because it’s relatively
simple. In fact, writing these types of songs can
be incredibly challenging because you have to be
interesting and yet vague. You are still getting a
compelling image with “hearts that break the
night in two” but it’s more like looking at an
abstract painting…everyone interprets the meaning differently.
Repetition is a tool often used often in emotional
songs. The word “Thunder” or some part of it is
used more than 100 times in the pop song by
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Two Lyrics

By Shantell Ogden

Imagine Dragons “Lightening Then the
Thunder.” But, when you listen to it you’ll find
yourself bopping your head. It’s catchy.

‘broken heart.’ If you’re writing a storytelling
song, don’t forget to infuse emotions into the
lyric.

When acting as an independent music supervisor, I’m often pitched songs that are storytelling
songs by writers hoping to get a placement who
haven’t considered what makes writing for
film/tv different. These songs simply don’t work
because they are telling their own story instead
of becoming an emotional support to a scene
on the screen.

Until next time, write and rock on friends!

Final Thoughts
While there is no easy way to write a great song,
it is helpful to know which path you will travel
lyrically when you begin. It’s also possible to
use elements from each type of lyric to elevate
your writing.

About the Author
Author Shantell Ogden is an award-winning
artist and songwriter whose songs have
reached no. 2 hit chart positions in both the U.S.
and Europe. Ogden’s songs, known for being
lyrically rich with authentic vocals, have also
appeared on TV and in feature films. She holds
a bachelor’s degree from Berklee College of
Music in professional music and is based in
Nashville.
https://shantellogden.com/

If you’re writing an emotional song, dig a bit
deeper to find your ‘brutal heart’ instead of
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Queen Of Soul
25/03/42 - 12/08/18

retha Louise Franklin, born on March 25
1942 in Memphis Tennessee to Baptist
preacher Reverend Clarence La Vaughan
("C. L." Franklin) and Barbara Siggers Franklin, a
Gospel singer. She was the fourth of five children.
At the age of six her parents separated, and four
years later her mother succumbed to a heart
attack. Guided by his preaching assignments, the
family relocated to Detroit Michigan, where
Reverand C. L. eventually landed at New Bethel
Baptist Church, and gained National renown as a
preacher.

A

Aretha's musical gifts had become apparent from
an early age. Largely self-taught, she was regarded as a child prodigy. A gifted pianist with a powerful voice, she began early performances singing
in front of her father's congregation. By the age of
14, she had recorded some of her earliest tracks at
his church, which were released by a small label as
the album ‘Songs of Faith,’ in 1956. She also performed with C. L.'s travelling revival show and,
whilst on tour, befriended Gospel greats such as
Mahalia Jackson, Sam Cooke and Clara Ward. Life
on the road exposed Aretha to behaviours beyond
her years, and at the tender age of 14 she gave
birth to a son, Clarence. Her second child,
Edward, followed two years later - with both taking
her family’s name. Aretha later had two more sons:
Ted White, Junior and Kecalf Cunningham.

Albums & Songs
‘Aretha’
After a break, Aretha returned to performing and
followed heroes such as Cooke and Dinah
Washington into the Pop and Blues territory. In
1960, with the blessing of her father, she travelled
to New York. After being courted by several labels
including Motown and RCA, she eventually signed
with Columbia Records. The album ‘Aretha’ was
released in 1961. Although two tracks from
‘Aretha’ reached the R&B Top 10, bigger success
followed that same year with the single "Rock-abye Your Baby with a Dixie Melody," which crossed
over to No. 37 on the pop charts. But whilst Aretha
enjoyed moderate results with her recordings over
the next few years, they failed to fully showcase her
immense talent. In 1966 she and her new husband
and manager, Ted White, decided a move was in
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order, and Aretha signed to Atlantic. Producer
Jerry Wexler immediately shuttled Aretha to the
Florence Alabama Musical Emporium (FAME)
recording studios.

‘I Never Loved a Man (the Way I Love You)’
Backed by the legendary Muscle Shoals Rhythm
Section - which included session guitarists Eric
Clapton and Duane Allman - Aretha recorded the
single "I Never Loved a Man (The Way I Love You)."
In the midst of the recording sessions, White
argued with a member of the band, and White and
Aretha both left abruptly. But as the single became
a massive Top 10 hit, Aretha re-emerged in New
York and was able to complete the partially recorded track, "Do Right Woman - Do Right Man."

‘Respect’
Hitting her stride in 1967 and 1968, Aretha
churned out a string of hit singles that would
become enduring classics, showcasing her
powerful voice and gospel roots inside a
pop framework. In 1967, the album ‘I
Never Loved a Man (The Way I Love
You)’ was released, and the first song
on the album, "Respect," an empowered cover of an Otis Redding track
reached No. 1 on both the R&B and Pop
charts, and won Aretha her first two
Grammy Awards. She also had Top 10
hits with "Baby I Love You,'' "Think,"
"Chain of Fools,'' "I Say a Little Prayer,"
"(Sweet Sweet Baby) Since You've Been
Gone" and "(You Make Me Feel Like) A
Natural Woman."

Dubbed the ‘Queen of Soul’
Franklin's chart dominance soon earned
her the title ‘Queen of Soul,’ while at
the same time she also became
a symbol of black empowerment during the Civil
Rights Movement. In
1968 Aretha was
invited to perform
at the funeral of
Dr. Martin
Luther King
www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

Aretha Franklin
Jr, during which she paid tribute to her father's fallen friend with a heartfelt rendition of "Precious
Lord." Later that year, she was also selected to
sing the National Anthem to begin the Democratic
National Convention in Chicago. Amidst all this
newfound success, Aretha experienced upheaval
in her personal life, and she and White divorced in
1969. But this did not slow her steady rise, and the
new decade brought even more hit singles, including "Don't Play That Song," "Spanish Harlem" and
her cover of Simon & Garfunkel's "Bridge Over
Troubled Waters."

'Amazing Grace'
Spurred on by Mahalia Jackson's passing and a
subsequent resurgence of interest in Gospel
Music, Aretha returned to her musical origins for
the 1972 album ‘Amazing Grace,’ which sold over
two million copies and went on to become the bestselling Gospel album at that time. Her success
continued throughout the 1970s, as she branched
out to work with producers such as Curtis Mayfield
and Quincy Jones, and expanded her repertoire to
include rock and pop covers. Along the way, she
took home eight consecutive Grammy Awards for
Best R&B Female Vocal Performance, the last coming for her 1974 single "Ain't Nothing Like the Real
Thing."

Career Struggles
By 1975, Aretha’s sound was fading
into the background with the onset of
the disco craze, and an emerging set
of young black singers, such as
Chaka Khan and Donna Summer
began to eclipse her career. She did,
however, find a brief respite from
slumping sales with the 1976 soundtrack to the Warner Brothers film
‘Sparkle’ - which topped the R&B charts
and made the Top 20 in Pop - as well as
an invitation to perform at the 1977
Presidential Inauguration of Jimmy
Carter. In 1978 she also married actor
Glynn Turman.
A string of chart failures ended
Aretha’s relationship with Atlantic in
1979. That same year her father was
hospitalized, following a burglary attempt in his
home which left him in a coma. As her popularity waned and her father's health
declined, Aretha was also saddled
with a massive bill from the IRS.
However, a cameo role in the
1980 film ‘The Blues Brothers’
helped her to revive her
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flagging career. Performing "Think'' alongside
comedians John Belushi and Dan Akroyd exposed
her to a new generation of R&B lovers, and she
soon signed to Arista Records. Her new label
released 1982's “Jump To It,” an album that
enjoyed huge success on the R&B charts, and
earned her another Grammy nomination. Two years
later, she endured a divorce from Turman as well
as the death of her father.

'Who's Zoomin' Who?'
In 1985 Aretha returned to the top of the charts
with a smash-hit album: the polished Pop record
‘Who's Zoomin' Who?’ featuring the single
"Freeway of Love," as well as a collaboration with
the popular rock band The Eurythmics, the record
became Aretha's biggest-selling album yet.

‘I Knew You Were Waiting (For Me)'
Her follow-up, 1986's ‘Aretha,’ also charted well
and eventually went gold, and her duet with British
singer George Michael "I Knew You Were Waiting
(For Me),'' hit No. 1 on the Pop charts. In 1987
Aretha became the first female artist to be inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and was
also awarded an honorary doctorate from the
University of Detroit. That same year, she released
the album ‘One Lord, One Faith, One Baptism,’
which won the Grammy for Best Soul Gospel
Performance. Following another relatively quiet
period in her career, in 1993, Aretha was invited to
sing at the Inauguration of Bill Clinton, and the following year she received both a Grammy Lifetime
Achievement Award and Kennedy Centre Honours.
She would also be the focus of multiple documentaries and tributes as the decade progressed.

'A Rose Is Still A Rose'
Nearing its conclusion, Aretha reprised her former
role in ‘Blues Brothers 2000,’ released the goldselling "A Rose Is Still A Rose," and stood in for
Luciano Pavarotti, who was too ill to accept his
Lifetime Achievement Award, with her rendition of
"Nessun Dorma" which commanded stellar
reviews.

'So Damn Happy’
In 2003 Franklin released her final studio album on
Arista, ‘So Damn Happy’ and left the label to
founder Aretha Records. Two years later, she was
awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom and
became the second woman ever to be inducted
into the UK Music Hall of Fame. In 2008 she
received her 18th Grammy Award for "Never
Gonna Break My Faith" - a collaboration with Mary
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J. Blige - and was tapped to sing at the 2009
Presidential Inauguration of Barack Obama. With
18 Grammys under her belt, Aretha Franklin is one
of the most honoured artists in Grammy history,
ranked among the likes of Alison Krauss, Adele
and Beyoncé Knowles. In 2011 Franklin released
her first album on her own label, ‘A Woman Falling
Out of Love.’ To support the project, she performed several concerts, including a two-night stint
at the famed Radio City Music Hall in New York.
With fans and critics alike impressed by her performances, she successfully proved that the Queen
of Soul still reigned supreme.

'Aretha Franklin Sings the Great Diva
Classics’
In 2014 Aretha underscored that point with ‘Aretha
Franklin Sings the Great Diva Classics,’ which
reached No. 13 on the Pop charts and No. 3 R&B.
In February 2017, the 74-year-old ‘Queen of Soul’
told Detroit radio station WDIV Local 4 that she was
collaborating with Stevie Wonder to release a new
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album. “I must tell you, I am retiring this year," she
said in the interview, adding: "I feel very, very
enriched and satisfied with respect to where my
career came from and where it is now. I’ll be pretty
much satisfied, but I’m not going to go anywhere
and just sit down and do nothing. That wouldn’t be
good either.” In January 2018, it was announced
that Franklin had hand-picked singer and actress
Jennifer Hudson to play her in an upcoming biopic.

Death.
On August 12, 2018, it was reported that a "gravely
ill" Aretha Franklin was bedridden in her Detroit
home, surrounded by family and friends. As news
of her condition spread, more stars paid a visit to
express their well wishes, including Stevie Wonder
and Jesse Jackson.
Four days later, on the morning of August 16th
2018, Aretha succumbed to her illness, which her
family revealed to be pancreatic cancer. R.I.P.
Aretha Louise Franklin, Queen of Soul.....
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Aretha Franklin
I Say a Little Prayer
Aretha Franklin
The moment I wake up
Before I put on my makeup
I say a little prayer for you
While combing my hair, now
And wondering what dress to wear,
now
I say a little prayer for you
Forever, forever, you'll stay in my heart
And I will love you
Forever and ever we never will part
Oh, how I'll love you
Together, together, that's how it must
be
To live without you
Would only be heartbreak for me
I run for the bus, dear
While riding I think of us, dear
I say a little prayer for you
At work I just take time
And all through my coffee break-time
I say a little prayer for you
Forever, forever, you'll stay in my heart
And I will love you
Forever and ever we never will part
Oh, how I'll love you
Together, together, that's how it must
be
To live without you
Would only be heartbreak for me
Nobody but me
Forever, forever, you'll stay in my heart
And I will love you
Forever and ever we never will part
Oh, how I'll love you
Together, together, that's how it must
be
To live without you
Would only be heartbreak for me
www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

My darling, believe me (believe me)
For me there is no one
But you
Please love me, too
I'm in love with you
(Answer my prayer) answer my prayer
babe
(Answer my prayer) say you love me
too
(Answer my prayer) answer my prayer
babe
(Answer my prayer) yeah
And forever, forever, you'll stay in my
heart
And I will love you
Forever and ever we never will part
Oh, how I'll love you
Together, together, that's how it must
be
To live without you
Would only be heartbreak for me
Oh, nobody but me
My darling, believe me
For me there is no one
But you
Please love me, too
This is my prayer (answer my prayer)
Answer my prayer now, babe (answer
my prayer babe)
This is my prayer (answer my prayer)
Answer it right now, babe (answer my
prayer babe)
Say you love me, too
This is my prayer, babe (answer my
prayer)
I'm in love with you (answer my prayer
babe)
Songwriters: Burt Bacharach / Hal David
I Say a Little Prayer lyrics © Warner/Chappell
Music, Inc
https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-bd&q=i+say+a+little+prayer+for+you
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ARETHA FRANKLIN’S TONGUE
PAUL SYKES

hroughout the 20th and 21st
century, occasionally an artist
will come along that defines a
generation whilst simultaneously
becoming the benchmark for which
all others aspire to. Aretha Franklin
is one of those and because of this,
it's impossible in this article to capture even one percent of what makes
her amazing. So let us instead focus
on just one very important aspect of
her technique that is unmistakable
once you've seen her do it, but may
have been completely invisible to you
until now.

T

It's her use of her tongue. If you look
closely, Aretha's tongue is flat width
ways but also very forward. Her
secret behind this is that it keeps the
root of the tongue up and out of the
throat.
The tongue is connected to the skull
behind the Jaw, the Larynx, the chin
and even the roof of the mouth. So if
the tongue is even slightly misbehaving, it can have dramatic consequences to your vocal effectiveness.
Key to this is the Larynx needs to be
able to freely move up on high notes,
but if you accidentally pull your
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tongue back when you sing like many
novices do, the root of the tongue
will crowd into your throat preventing
this free upward movement and preventing you from accessing your high
notes easily like Aretha could.
To begin to gain tongue control,
press the edges of your tongue
against the two upper rows of teeth
behind your canines. This instantly
gets the base of the tongue up and
out of the throat. Allow the tip to rest
over the top of your bottom front
teeth. I recommend use a mirror for
this because the tongue has to work
without conscious thought otherwise
you'd bite on it every time you talked
or ate. If it appears to have a mind of
its own and you can't get it to rest at
first, this is normal. Keep working on
getting it calm. Then move onto
some basic scales on an ee vowel to
establish your new tongue technique.
Watch carefully that it doesn't fall
back into old habits when you start
singing. Also, spend some time looking at and copying Aretha's tongue
because what she does with hers is
brilliant and incorporating this into
your voice can potentially make a
huge and dramatic difference.
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Brauninger
McDaniel
ne of my favorite songs
is the first song I ever
wrote called “how did
we end up this way” . I had just
gotten out of a long marriage
and it was the first time I was
living alone , and it was hard.

O

As I was reminiscing, looking at
pictures of the past, my feelings were so overwhelming that
the lyrics just came to me. Like
some relationships, as in this
case, we just started drifting
apart.

Another line says "I thought
you were my everything, I realized it's just a dream" which
says a lot about how different
we both really interpreted our
relationship. This is a true relationship's kind of song that I
feel a lot of people can relate to
and understand.
https://itunes.apple.com/album/i
d1448423269?ls=1&app=itunes
www.brauninger.net
Twitter-@bronzie9

The opening line says "How did
we end up this way, When we
been together forever" We had
created a family and life, which
seemed like what was suppose
to happen, but our true love for
each other was really missing.
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Instagram- bronzie_girl
Facebook- https://www.facebook.com/brauningermusicfanpage/
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A Song For A Hero
he story of ‘A Song for a Hero’
began in 2009 on what was intended to be a veterans final journey.

T

For years he had endured constant
flashbacks throughout the days, reliving
over and over again the harrowing memories of the conflicts that he had been
sent into. By night, he was tormented by
nightmares as his mind played cruel
tricks and took his thought into more and
more terrifying dreams. Until one day
he’d finally had enough. If these nightmares and flashback wouldn’t leave him
he would stop them himself.
The act was to be carried out in the
tranquillity of the Brecon Beacons. The
one place where he felt safe. The one
place where he felt that he could finally
be at peace. In the shadow of the mountains he truly loved. It would finally end.
The car journey would take little over an
hour to reach his destination, leaving
enough time for his thoughts to play out
their final attack on his sanity. Then one
thought entered his mind. ‘Where do we
go, when the killing ends’. He stopped
instantly by the side of the road and
broke into tears, he could not abandon
those who were also suffering. This one
thought was what saved his life. It was
also the thought which provided the base
for the subject of this article.
In an attempt to begin raising awareness
of the illness he and so many of his fellow veterans were suffering from, he
used those saving words to write the
song ‘When The Killing Ends’ which
became the first song for what was to
become the rock opera ‘A Song for a
Hero’.
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Most of you will probably realise the veteran in question is myself. I look back
now, 10 years later, as the editor of The
Sandbag Times Veterans Magazine and
the founder of the Tommy Atkins
Veterans Centre, with the illness of Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder far behind me.
Incidentally, Tommy Atkins comes from
the old WW1 nickname for a soldier and
was also the name of the main character
in the show.
Believe it or not ‘When the Killing Ends’
was the first proper song that I had
written. Once the floodgates were
opened I couldn’t stop writing. It was as
if God himself was guiding my hand.
Between 2009 and 2013 I had written so
many songs and poems, all of them were
my escaping memories coming out on
paper. One in particular was to become
the finale of the album, ‘A Tale of
Remembrance’. A poem stretching from
the first world war to the present day
telling it from a soldiers point of view.
This poem, even today, never fails to
bring a tear to my eye. But I suppose the
best way for the readers here to understand is to listen to the album itself
which you can do by clicking on the link
at the end of this article.
Very soon after moving to my present
home town, I met up with a monster of a
guy, also a veteran, called Vince Ballard.
Vince was the owner of a recording studio and was the first to hear and record
my songs. Over the next year or two our
friendship grew strongly until we both
decided to build the show and bring it to
life.
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Pablo Snow

The story is of a veteran suffering from
PTSD facing the modern day challenges
of trying to cope with PTSD. He
sufferers a catastrophe, is saved by a
friend and then seeks out to help other
veterans. Kind of familiar, I think.

it was a massive success, We raised
over £1000 for Care After Combat which
lead to us putting on a second, and
unfortunately, its final performance. We
have all often spoke of a return show but
life gets in the way. Maybe one day...

With the help of local band 5:15 and
keyboard genius, Harry Baldwin from
New Amen Corner, we set about the
music side of production. Although I had
the tunes written out for guitar, it was
just the base idea. What the band, along
with Vince produced was nothing short
of epic. Again, listen to the album.

Finally, I would like to thank all who
helped to make ‘A Song for a Hero’. The
band, the cast, and of course, my old
mate, Vince. It worked perfectly and set
the path for so many other great things.
As a direct result of ‘A Song for a Hero’
we have helped over 400 veterans in the
West Midlands, many of whom would not
be here today if we hadn’t reached them.
Can music save lives? Most definitely. A
Song for a Hero proved it.

Casting was our next challenge, where
do we find the right people for the various characters? Yet again, as if by
magic, they appeared very quickly and, I
have to say, perfectly.
Songs produced, cast in place, we
arranged to put the show on in a local
venue to raise funds for charity. In short,
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To listen to the album please follow this
link:
http://www.sandbagtimes.co.uk/a-songfor-a-hero/
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Chorus
Broken puzzle missing pieces
Love abandoned never eases
Time can never help me understand
Memories hang from silent gallows
Answers roam among the shadows
A boy alone becomes a man
Verse
South of the border he ran
Getting things in order once again
Another wife another family
For a time a bit of life in peace.
But wounds never treated never heal
And love from a bottle isn't real
Another family left upon a shelf
Drinking and drifting into hell.
Chorus
Broken puzzle missing pieces
Love abandoned never eases
Time can never help me understand
Memories hang from silent gallows
Answers roam among the shadows
A boy alone becomes a man
Bridge
Ah, ah, ah, ah
Ah, ah, ah ah
I will love you still.
Verse

Missing
Pieces
Written By Randall Griffith &
Jon K.T Lindley
Verse
Six weeks of darkness into day
A shadow that never goes away
Photographs frozen in a hand
Of a man I'll never understand
So many struggles when so young
His struggles had only just begun
He started then left a family
Seeking what only he could see
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A young man dying all alone
Slipping the noose and going home
A rope a means to his end
From man to ghost without a friend
Six weeks of darkness into day
A shadow that never goes away
Photographs frozen in a hand
Of a man I'll never understand
Chorus
Broken puzzle missing pieces
Love abandoned never eases
Time can never help me understand
Memories hang from silent gallows
Answers roam among the shadows
A boy alone becomes a man

℗ 2019 Randall Griffith Music
Publishing & Jon KT Publishing
BMI Affiliation

'Missing Pieces' is a song written
by Randall Griffith & Jon K.T
Lindley
(AKA Colby Gray). The song
touches on the real life struggle
that affects many people, Suicide!
For the past 40 years Colby Gray
was the stage name of Randall
Griffith. As the music of Colby
Gray began to reach a wider audience, Randall and his producer
Jon K.T realized that having 2
names was confusing for anyone
trying to find Colby and his music.
For that reason a collaboration
was formed and now Colby Gray is
a “band” name. We hope that anyone looking for Colby Gray music
will find it quickly and easily.
This song was a concept that Jon
K.T had been working on for sometime, finding it hard to put his
experience out there he reached
out to Randall to collaborate on
this topic, making this the first co
write for Colby Gray. Although this
song is about the personal story of
Jon K.T and his father’s suicide,
the ones left behind to pick up the
“Missing Pieces” after someone
takes their own life can also relate
to it.
"This song is the story of a man
who tried his best to make something of his life. After many years
of personal struggles he just could
not find his way. He took his own
life all alone, leaving behind a lot
of 'Missing Pieces'.
This Man was my Father.
Adam Kerr Tannock 1946-1999."

Outro
Ah, ah, ah, ah
Ah, ah, ah ah
I will love you still, still, still.
© 2019 Colby Gray Music & K.T
Productions.

Jon K.T
https://www.colbygraymusic.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/
missingpieces/1448723234?i=144
8723235
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Missing Pieces
Written By Randall Griffith
& Jon K.T Lindley
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RIDE
TALL
By Rollin
Jewett

RIDE TALL
VERSE 1:
They made me a criminal, but I ain’t going down
They caged me like an animal in this godforsaken town
They hanged me up by rope and nail, and left me there to
die
With one foot in the underworld, I heard the devil cry
CHORUS 1:
He shouted “Ride tall, hang if you fall
This is your final stand
Ride tall and shoot a hole in the wall
and take this devil's hand…together we will rule this land”
VERSE 2:
They rolled in like a thundercloud, they stormed in from the
west
My guns, they blazed a thousand times, and laid that scum
to rest
When everything was said and done, the devil made his
pitch
I said I may not be an angel, lord…but I ain't no devil's bitch
CHORUS 2:
I ‘m gonna ride tall, balls to the wall
And make my final stand
Ride tall, and let the dominoes fall
I’ll take no devil’s hand
Alone I will rule this land
VERSE 3:
The devil came a ridin’ through
I told him where to go
He said “I’ll make a final bet with you…
The winner takes it all”
His draw was quick, his aim was true
His bullet pierced my heart
But when he came to claim his rightful due
I blew those horns apart
CHORUS 3:
I shouted ride tall, winner takes all
That was your final stand
Ride tall, and now it’s your turn to fall
The dead know who I am
An unforgiving man
And though I may be damned
Alone I rule this land
They made me a criminal…
© Rollin Jewett 10/16/15
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Rollin Jewett

Ride Tall (International Music Software Trade
Association (IMSTA) Songwriting Award Winner 2016).
Also, the song has been licensed on several compilation
albums.

appears and offers him a deal: revenge on the town in
return for his immortal soul. The cowboy makes the deal
with the devil and then exacts his revenge, mowing down
the town in a blaze of gunfire until no one’s left to tell the
tale. The deed done, the devil appears to take his rightful
due: the cowboy’s soul. However, the cowboy reneges
on the deal and will not offer up his soul freely. The devil,
always self-assured, offers him another option: a duel to
the death – winner take all.

usic has always been a huge part of my life and
I’ve been writing songs since my teens. Typically,
my songs would begin as rhyming poems that
would take musical shape as I strummed my guitar and
tried different chords to fit the words and mood. At
times, the words would come easy and the theme and
music would build and compliment one another.

M

With that, they have a gunfight and although the devil is
faster on the draw and his bullet pierces the cowboy’s
heart, with his dying breath the cowboy blows the devil’s
horns off and wins the bet. In the end, the cowboy is triumphant and now rules the underworld, having vanquished the wrongdoers of the town…and the devil himself. Thus, he can “Ride Tall” forevermore.

Ride Tall started out very differently. I had very consciously decided that I was going to write a piece that
would start off with a catchy guitar riff, and then slowly
move into an anthemic, rebellious musical modality. I
wanted something with attitude – something like a “Bad
to the Bone” or “Born to be Wild”. But what could it be
about?

The song’s lyrics and story owe a great debt to the earlier films of Clint Eastwood, specifically “Hang ‘Em High”
and “High Plains Drifter”, as it’s a tale of vengeance
against a society that has become corrupt.

RIDE TALL
Music and Lyrics by Rollin Jewett

I was alone in my room one night working on different riff
ideas when suddenly a catchy riff came into my head. It
sounded familiar but just “different” enough that it could
work for the song I had in mind. I immediately started
asking every guitarist I knew if the riff sounded like any
song that they knew and was reassured when they told
me it didn’t.
Next, I needed a story. What would the song be about? I
had recently been looking through a classic movie
poster book and came across the title of a 1930’s film
called “They Made Me a Criminal”. I loved the title and as
I was playing the riff one night, I simply belted out the
first line: ”They made me a criminal…but I ain’t going
down….”. This opening line gave me the impetus and
idea for the rest of the song. The questions that had to
be answered were: Who made you a criminal? How did
they make you a criminal…and what are you going to do
about it?
The movie I had taken the title from (They Made Me a
Criminal) was a story that took place in modern times,
but I decided I would set the story in a different time and
make it more like a folk tale. The next few lines luckily
came easy: “They caged me like an animal…in this godforsaken town.” And with that, I knew it had to be a western theme. As the song/story progressed, I imagined a
Clint Eastwood outlaw type who had been wronged, perhaps framed, by the cowardly denizens of his own town
and left to hang. But just as he’s about to die, the devil
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About Rollin Jewett:
Singer/songwriter Rollin Jewett grew up in South Florida
and has lived in Los Angeles, CA and Phoenix, AZ and
currently resides in North Carolina. Music has always
been a priority in Rollin's life and he's been writing
songs for as long as he can remember. In addition to
singing and songwriting, Rollin has also written and
acted in several films and is a published playwright,
author & poet. In 2016, Rollin's outlaw rocker "Ride Tall"
was a prize winner 2016 IMSTA FESTA International
Songwriting Competition in Chicago. In 2015, Rollin's
heartfelt love song "Arizona Sun" was also a finalist in
the same competition. Rollin has licensed several songs
in top platforms and is featured on several international
compilation albums. His musical influences range from
rock to country to folk to alternative to pop. Rollin is
presently working on new songs for an upcoming album.
Links:
Spotify:
https://open.spotify.com/artist/2sL7yvOhWEqadXvFec6V
Tf
Souncloud: https://soundcloud.com/rolljet-1
Broadjam: https://www.broadjam.com/rollin
Amazon:
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=Rollin+Jewett&i=digitalmusic&page=2&qid=1553491194&searchtype=ss&ref=sr_pg_2
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FOREVER AND A DAY

VERGES OF THE
Music by Denis Dolgov, lyrics RUSSIAN POLYGON
music in Russia is going through hard
by Vladislav Yermachenko (C) Rock
times. Only the bands that became famous in
It doesn’t matter where you from
It doesn’t matter who you are –
There’s always time in your life for a feat
The guardian angel you have
Saves you from spiritual death –
That’s why you are not afraid to face the heat
Passing by through the highs and lows
Don’t you know what to do? God knows
Keeping the faith is the best way to grow a
rose
Get ready to catch your lucky star –
Actually it’s not so far
So… sing! Your loudest singing
Is freedom bells’ ringing
Don’t care what everybody says
Never say never
Shine on forever!
Shine on forever and a day!
There’s no fear to fall down
Get up and stay on your own –
What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger
Just be the same
Your destination's anywhere
Note, the truth is out there
Follow your heart – this is the key to the hall of
fame
There is no reason to be scared
God be with you start to end
Trust Him and put your whole life into His
hands
The Universe will always help
But just believe in yourself
And sing! Your loudest singing
Is freedom bells’ ringing
Don’t care what everybody say
Never say never
Shine on forever!
Shine on forever and a day!
God bless us (x5)
God bless…
Sing! Your loudest singing
Is freedom bells’ ringing
Don’t care what everybody say
Never say never
Shine on forever!
Shine on forever and a day!
And a day…
And a day…
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the 80s and 90s are popular there nowerdays.
They hold tight to their part of the Russian
music market. They are supported in this by
their managers, because well-known bands
bring them a stable income. Therefore, the
magnates of the Russian show business are
not interested in the emergence of new bands
on the so called big stage.
Nevertheless, new talents still appear on
Russian soil. Seeing no means of realizing
themselves in their homeland, new bands are
forced to seek recognition abroad. The band
named Polygon from Omsk, Siberia do the
same.
These guys have been playing rock music for
many years in various projects. In 2009, they
created the band Polygon and began to play
modernized hard rock. They write their lyrics
in English in order to be heard internationally.
One day Polygon performed at one of the
biggest Russian rock festivals together with
the band Bi-2 who are very popular in Russia
(since the 90's, of course). The leaders of that
band added confidence to the musicians of
Polygon in their decision. Bi-2 said that only
those Russian bands who sing in English can
have success. Since then, Polygon has been
writing their lyrics in English only.
The songs of the band are played on many
radio stations all over the world. They are
included in the compilations issued by the various labels in different countries.
Lyrics for the songs of Polygon are written by
the band's drummer Vladislav Yermachenko
and Anastasiia Dolgova, who is the wife of the
band's singer and composer Denis Dolgov.
Bause English is not their native language,
there are people who helps them to edit texts
and whose native language is English. They
are Vladislav's friends Nicholas Brigham from
the UK, and literature Ph. D. Valeria Paget
from the USA.
History knows one English-singing rock band
from Russia, which were popular worldwide.
This band is Gorky Park. Who knows, maybe
Polygon will be the seconds rock band from
Russia that will charm the hearts of millions of
the music lovers around the world....
Themes of the lyrics of Polygon are different.
There is the struggle for personal freedom
(Spirit of Freedom, Synthetic World,
Revolution In Mind)
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Polygon
https://soundcloud.com/polygonband/spirit-offreedom
https://soundcloud.com/polygonband/syntheticworld
https://soundcloud.com/polygonband/revolutionin-mind
There is the persistent desire to achieve goals
(The Winners In This Life, Forever and a Day)
https://soundcloud.com/polygonband/the-winners-in-this-life
https://soundcloud.com/polygonband/foreverand-a-day
There is love (Broken Heart, Shadow In My
Heart, Pure Love, Take My Hand)
https://soundcloud.com/polygonband/brokenheart
https://soundcloud.com/polygonband/shadow-inmy-heart
https://soundcloud.com/polygonband/pure-loveit-can-be-found
https://soundcloud.com/polygonband/take-myhand
Of course, there is sex (Sliding Dance)
https://soundcloud.com/polygonband/slidingdance
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FRACK
OFF

By
The Sacred Woods (C)
We need fuel for living
We need it to keep us warm
Our needs are ever increasing
Need answers that’ll do no harm
Just one more poisonous cocktail
Just one more for the road
Cheap fuel today
but the generations pay
They'll bear the heavy load
Frack-Off Frack-Off Frack-Off
We don’t want your dirty money
Frack-Off Frack-Off Frack-Off
We don’t want your dirty fuel
Did the earth move
Politician smooth
Did you fall for the salesman patter
It’s safe as houses
Pinocchio noses
Quick buck and the damage don’t matter
http://thesacredwoods.bandcamp.com/tra
ck/frack-off
You can discover more about The Sacred
Woods by checking out their website:
https://thesacredwoods.wixsite.com/website
I live in an area that has been at the fore-
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front of the Fracking debate in the UK for
many years. The actions of this government have resulted in the systematic erosion of democracy with the needs of big
business and shareholders being placed
over those of communities (in my opinion).
So, this became an obvious and essential
subject for me to apply my creative juices
to.
I rarely think about how I write a song,
indeed when I have stopped to think about
it the overriding discovery is one of wonder and amazement that I wrote the thing
at all. Writing is a process that evolves in
chunks of activity but doesn’t follow any
repeatable pattern. Instead, when I determine to write a song I pick up the guitar,
strum and doodle a bit and invariably
something catches my ear (this might be a
mistake or misplaced finger on a string
that gives a new and unfamiliar chord).
That initial idea is then jammed for maybe
10-15mins until it forms into a song structure.
I then search for the lyrics to fit the song
structure. The starting point is the development of a melody line to fit the chords
whilst improvising random words that
come to mind. Sometimes the subject is
not known at this stage so the words really are ramblings; in the case of Frack-Off I
knew what I wanted to talk about so this
guided the improvisation. One phrase or
line leads to the next, which then informs
the direction of the next line; the evolving
structure dictating how the remaining
lines should fit. Once an initial genesis of
the song has started the rest comes very
quickly, drawing on metaphors and phrases that exist around Fracking. All the while
I remain open and aware of the unknown
force that influences my song-writing.
thesacredwoods.wixsite.com/website
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NUMBER SIX ON THE
FIFTH AVENUE
It was half past seven coming home
The full day work then again had
gone
Something new waiting for me alone
So eager to go there and jump on
Again catching my breath to keep
on
It is the fifth avenue to tell on
On fifth avenue…
I got in and the world changed nicely
In the dark hall feeling warm only
They were waiting for me yes for me
Behind the curtain so intensly
The opening started looking at me
I sang with this fever so freely
On fifth avenue…
In this world of dark lights , and
passion
I knew that this way was my way my
own
In the middle of my song, my song
On that scene never again alone
I could sing without end until dawn
Why to leave this world for a new
day on
On fifth avenue…
The song has been recorded , available on :
Youtube channel :
https://www.youtube.com/channel/U
CTVqMLQbXxtFy251XBbFv7A
Website : https://www.fredbranziny.com
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I’m Fred Branziny, singer, songwriter, music composer, guitar,
piano, saxaphone player.
When a feeling is too intense, a
song is coming; it is the intensity
of the emotion that urges me to
write a song, a way to free my
spirit.
The tight link between music and
atmosphere like the confusion
between dream and reality might
partly explain this indomitable
whirpool from which i can hear
« write and sing ».
Music and atmosphere come
very often to my spirit hosted
then by a kind of musical story.
The origin can be a long story or
a short one, something indeed
shared with other people that I
cannot forget because it means
so much for me.
At the beginning, music and
atmosphere start to dance in my
mind, merely ideas and I need to
let my spirit wandering around
them until some few words shout
« i have the song ! »
Then can start this exciting work
of creating the music and lyrics;
one of my favorite moments is to
sing the song because I always
feel good singing and I am eager
to hear my song
www.writeawaymagazine.co.uk

Fred Branziny
I’ve chosen to
speak about
the song ‘on
the fifth
avenue, number 6’; this
song
describes this
short moment
for the singer,
just before
appearing on
the scene; this
is the step
when the
stress of the
fear to
deceive linked
to the willingness to share
the song with
other people
produce this
fantastic ‘DO
IT !’
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MATCHMAKERS
Lyricist Christopher looking to work with
musicians, singers and producers. Will
tackle most genres, pop, folk, country,
r&b, rock, electronic, jazz and a combination of these. Ambition to produce
commercial music and hopefully enjoy
the ride.
Cc060369@aol.com

Experienced lyricist, Hampshire area
UK. I’m looking for someone who can
take my lyrics and work them into a finished song.
rbortkeiwicz@hotmail.com

I am a lyricist/top liner looking to collabo-

Looking for a lyricist collaborator for
song writing. I write and produce
songs in many styles (country, ballads,
soft rock, and electronic loop based
compositions). Find me on Soundcloud
under EXPATJAT. Happy to work on half
completed songs or with lyrics.
Contact me
atitcombe@gmail.com

rate with artists/musicians/producers for
songwriting. Based in London/South East.
I can meet and work together, or take an
instrumental, develop a lyric and top line
melody for it, or looking for musicians who
want to develop the instrumental for lyrics
or lyrics with a top line. I can write for different styles but enjoy folk/country/pop ballad mostly.
adkenney@gmail.com

Experienced lyricist (able to play some
instruments and do midi-fi production)
seeks collaboration with a female vocalist. Style singer/song writer, r&b, country, folk, pop.
Coolparadigm@gmail.com

Lyrics Doctor - I’m a writer, editor, songwriter, musician who can help you tell the
stories you really want to tell. Song structure, imagery, rhyme, alliteration and
more. to ensure that every word does
everthing it’s meant to do in the song.
Mostly alt country and rock, but all genres
considered. To contact me title your
email Lyrics Doctor and email Jane the
editor.
jane@writeawaymagazine.co.uk

If you’d like to appear on this page
please email me
jane@writeawaymagazine.co.uk
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